
Similarities Between Hebrew & 
Kikongo

Part 3



You will notice that from written in Hebrew to phonetics in Kikongo (Bantu), the last letter of a word is 
silent or a vowel is added. ex: (Tolad becomes Tola; tekal becomes teka, or tekele; lakam becomes lakama; 
batack becomes bata or batacka etc.) in addition, the Bantu languages largely use loud sounds, without 
however altering the word ex :( pelo becomes mpelo; dudu becomes ndundu; kata becomes nkata So when 
you find eg mpelo, you don't have to read it as "m-pe-lo", but rather as "mpe-lo";
instead of using the French "or", the Kikongo dictionary uses the Italian "u". 
So "u = or") Regarding vowels , keep in mind that Hebrew is mostly written without vowels, so where the 
vowels differ slightly, the evaluation parameters necessarily become the consonants (which remain stable )!

The author of this work can be found at this link (https://tseleka19.blogspot.com/2020/05/quelques-
similitudes-entre-lhebreux-et.html). 

The following document was created in French. We took it upon ourselves to provide an English version of 
this wonderful work. May The Most High bless the individuals who have spent countless hours putting 
together this information for the world to see. 



Table 1

Hebrews Kikongo Coded Definition

721 gav ngàvi H1459 Middle, middle, inside

722 Makhatsiyth
(Ma + 
khatsiyth)

Ma + Kati
 (katsi)

H4276 Half, middle
Half; 
(see n ° 329)

723 Buwnah mbôna H946 intelligence, prudence
(See n ° 411)

724 dawdaw dwâdu H1718 Heb. (Come forward, walk 
humbly)

Kkg: (walking, running in a 
hurry) (see also dyàta)

725 mabush Ma + Bàsu H4016 shameful parts

(Comes from Buwsh. See # 
631)

726 Mefiyboshet
h

(6284. paah 
+
bosheth 
1322)

Peh + Bàsu H4648 exterminating shame,

(bosheth
Comes from Buwsh. See n ° 
631)

(Paah = A primitive root; to 
blow, that is to say to blow - to 
scatter in the corners. See n ° 
392)

727 koma Kuma H6967 Height
Height, stature
High, high, high
(See n ° 60)

728 may-aw mo-oya;

(Or moyo)
 (mw-oya)

H4578 belly, stomach

729 Kebeduth Kubidi;

(an 
extension of 
kuba or 
kaba)

H3517 Heaviness, difficulty

(See n ° 299,298)

730 sekel

(çekel)

zēkele;

(bu-zēkelè)

H5529 Madness;

(S) becomes (Z)
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Hebrews Kikongo Coded Definition

731 Matsowd

(Ma + 
tsowd)

My + syùda H4685 Siege works, rampart
Hunting accessory, net, Trap
Fortress, fort;
(See n ° 675) Q

732 Dia Dya G1223 The reason a thing is done
Due to
In account of
because of this reason

733 Dia Dya G1223 Greek: (through, A place,
With, In);

Kkg: (in the sense of sinking, 
of being buried).

734 shawkar nsuka;

(ki-nsuka)

h8266 to lie

735 Zuwa zùwa H2111 . . . shake

736 Bala`

Or 
[ behlah ]

bàala H1104 Swallow, swallow, devour, (or 
sink)

737 tekhillaw tēekila H8462 the first, beginning.

(apparently the origin looks 
different )

738 Miyka'el Mìka + el H4317 Heb. ("Who is like God?")

{in Kikongo mika basically 
means two things, ie to try 
and to measure. so Miykael 
becomes: who can try to 
measure himself against 
God? (el)}

739 gad ngadi H1409 happiness joy)

740 Ribkaw

(Rebecca)

Libeka 
(Lingala)

Li-beka

(From 
mBeka)

H7259 bewitching, which traps;

(R) becomes (L)
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Hebrews Kikongo Coded Definition

741 yhatsa yiiza H3318 to go out, to go away, to go, to 
come forward , to bring, to 
drive, to bring out, to take, to 
get up, to come, to surrender 
, to leave
(Ts) becomes (z)

742 yaats yese

(ma-yèse)

H3289 advise;

(ts) becomes (s)

743 Mahalak

(Ma + halak

Ma + yàluka

(Ma + aluka)

H4109 Walk, walk, travel;

(See n ° 644)

744 eRets Ràta (vàta) H776) Land, country, region, soil, 
territory etc.

(vata) in Brazzaville is 
pronounced (rata); 
The front which gives Erets in 
Kkg corresponds to (the).

745 bat bàata H1324 Bath, unit of measure of liquid, 
equal to epha, measure of dry 
products

746 tawbakh tàbika H2873 Heb. (Slaughter, slaughter, 
kill, kill mercilessly)

Kkg. ( Destroy , spoil, 
deteriorate, destroy 
completely;)

(synonymous with destroy:   
abolish, dissolve, annihilate , 
exterminate , suppress, 
slaughter , bring down, 
defeat, kill )

747 bawsawr mbàasi H1320 a like, neighbor, man.

748 Bakhuwr,
 or
bawkhar

bakala H970;

H977

young man (male);

Bakhuwr comes from bawkhar 
or (bawkhala) which means to 
choose. In fact, men choose 
wives as in the Jewish 
tradition. (R) becomes (L)
(See n ° 37)
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749 Ketsiyah kasia H7102 Broken

750 tsuph sàpa H6687 overflow, sink;
(See also sopa , Lingala)
(Ph) becomes (P)
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